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Turbo Driver, Self-Adjusting
#10547  

14-in-1 Self-adjusting ratchet driver. Replaces 14 
SAE/METRIC NUT drivers quickly and efficiently. 
Adjustable 3-postion ratcheting. Quick adjustable 
thumb button; adjustable socket tip. Fits SAE nut 
size: 5/16’’, 11/32-Inch, 13/32-Inch, 7/16-Inch, 15/32’’, 
1/2-Inch, and the following metric sizes: 8MM, 9MM, 
10MM, 11MM, 12MM, 13MM.

The Perfect Tie Down
#11508  

No parts to break; simply attach the hook to one end 
and pull the cord with the other. Release with the 
thumb hole! Quick, easy and high quality. Made in 
the USA of high strength thermo plastic, Delrin® with 
1/4” solid braid polyester rope. The rated capacity 
is 225 LB break strength with 75 LB of working load 
capacity. Comes with 1 gated and 1 triangular hook. 
Patented internationally. Available with Black rope 
and Red bungee.

Nitrile Coated Work Gloves
#10304  Large 
#10307  X-Large

When standard latex or nitrile 
gloves don’t offer enough 
durability for your needs, it’s 
time to explore coated glove 
options. The resilient coating 
material found on these rein-
forced gloves offers enhanced 
protection for your hands and 
an added grip benefit. Now, 
the same glove that protects 
you from injuries on the job 
can help you better grip the 
items that you handle on a 
daily basis. 

Nitrile Tough GT Gloves
#10617  Large 
#10619  X-Large

Amazing Wet Grip! Breathable 
micro-foam palm and fingertip 
coating protects hands and 
enhances grip. Lightweight 
nylon and spandex knit liner 
ensures excellent fit and dex-
terity.
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 Notes:

Sometimes finding the 
right repair parts can be 

difficult; 

we make it easy! 

Don’t forget to ask about
our Best Customized 
Assortment Boxes! 

Blue Monster Pipe Dope
#99728  PTFE 2 oz. 
#99729  2 oz.

Thread sealing applictions have changed. 
Pipe joint compounds have not - until now! 
Blue Monster pipe joint compounds have 
been engineered to address poor quality 
metal threads and the growth of plastic 
pipe systems. Two formulas available with 
and without PTFE. 

Green Fix Liquid Trap Primer / 
Odor Solution
#96427

Trap Primer and Odor Fix. For areas where drain traps 
may become temporarily dry and where traps are no 
longer in use. Ready-to-use directly from container. No 
Evaporation, Biodegradable, Eliminates Odors, Long 
Lasting, Freeze protection down to -200F. Simply add it 
and forget it. Active Ingredients: Saturated Parrafin Oil.

Goop Anti-Skid Epoxy w/ Grit 
#60144  Clear

Helps prevent slip and fall accidents. Easy to use and 
lasts longer than tape. Provides a hard, flat, textured 
finish. It’s lead-free as well as chemical, gas and oil 
resistant. Can be used indoors and outdoors and is 
friendly with bare feet. Will work with properly prepared 
wood, concrete, metal, fiberglass, tile, porcelain, and 
many other surfaces.


